How To Create the Best In-School Experience for Your K-12 Institution

Today’s kids have grown up in a world surrounded by screens. If you want to provide them with a better learning experience at school, why not meet them where they’re at?

Make safety first
It’s hard to get kids to pay attention to anything, but it’s especially important these days that they understand what it takes to keep everyone safe. With Raydiant, you can create bold, highly-visible signage that clearly spells out your school’s safety policies and procedures. Digital signage boasts an impressive recall rate, meaning your students won’t just see the message, they’ll remember it.

Integrate next-level visual aids
Visual aids can make any subject more fun and more engaging. With Raydiant, you can integrate photos, sounds, or even video into presentations that help bring lessons to life. Teachers can access Raydiant’s cloud-based remote platform from anywhere with an internet connection to create slides and build presentations using our simple drag-and-drop interface.

Create more exciting promotions
The school year is filled with all kinds of important events that bring your student body closer together. Make sure students don’t miss out on the fun. Raydiant gives you access to over 150,000 professionally-designed templates that let you create eye-catching signage for your next dance, volunteer activity, or sporting event in just minutes.

Improve remote learning
With learning from home becoming more common, it’s important to find ways to reach kids who aren’t in the classroom. Thanks to Raydiant’s powerful SecondScreen technology, teachers can help students at home join their classmates and enjoy a handsfree way to live stream their class so they can get back to teaching naturally.

Celebrate the school community
Lifelong relationships and memories are made every year at your school. Celebrating the students, faculty, and staff at your K-12 institution can help build a strong sense of community. With Raydiant, you can use screens in common areas to display photos and videos of all the people that make your school what it is.